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Abstract. Based on Remote Field Eddy Current (RFEC), an array of sensors is 
deployed to detect local defects of ferromagnetic pipes. In remote eddy current field, 
the sensors are twelve in total and set circumferentially inside pipe wall. While testing, 
the image tested by sensors exhibits a ghost-image, which originates from both 
transmitter and sensors passed by the same place in casing. Ghost-image caused by 
transmitter and lead to undesired assessment of defects. For removing ghost-image, 
two receivers are set coaxially to transmitter in remote field. Due to the differential 
signals tested by the two receivers, the wiener deconvolution filter is used to obtain 
the spurious peaks which lead to ghost-image. Since sensors and two receivers all 
receive the same signal comes from one transmitter, the sensors and the receivers 
contain the same spurious peaks. And applying imaging date tested by sensors to 
subtract the spurious peaks that get from the two receivers, thus the ghost-image 
caused by transmitter is eliminated. Finally, a relative high accuracy image of local 
defects is got by sensors. In this way, there is no need to subtract the average value of 
twelve sensors and it is sensitive to ring-like defects.  

Introduction  

Eddy current testing (ECT) provides an effective and rapid method for measurement of 
ferromagnetic pipes [1-3]. Since remote field eddy current testing (RFECT) has the same 
detecting sensitivity for internal and external defects, RFECT has been paid much attention 
[4-8]. For detecting local defects based on RFECT, three-dimensional finite element model is 
built and analysed [4], sensitivity of sensor is studied [5], one-bed RFECT system is designed 
[6] and defects reconstruction is proposed [7]. Further, RFECT is extended to pulsed remote 
field eddy technology (PRFET) for wideband excitation [8]. But RFECT has some inherent 
drawbacks, for instance, it can’t differentiate internal and external defects and relatively high 
power consumption and so on [9]. And recent researches are focused on to solve these 
problems, such as improvement of defect recognition by PRFET in [8], anomaly detection 
processing in [10] etc. But there is another inherent drawback of RFECT for measurement of 
unpiggable pipes, it is ghost-image which originates from both transmitter and sensors 
passed by the same place in pipes. And there is less study about ghost-image even where it 
leads to wrong localization and quantification of defects.  

In RFECT, the induced eddy current firstly penetrates pipe wall into outside medium, 
then propagates along external pipe wall, and finally re-enters across the pipe and detected by 
sensors inner pipe. The pipe information contained in signals not only comes from pipe near 
sensors, but also superimposed by place where near transmitter. If the place on pipe where 
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transmitter moves to appeared defect, and the places where sensors move to are normal, then 
the signals detected by sensors show peak responses even the places where sensors tested are 
without defect. Taking account to this, the peak which shows wrong assessment of defects 
called spurious peak. Spurious peaks caused by transmitter and detected by sensors, and the 
imaging of pipe tested by sensors shows ghost-image. From analysis, removing of 
ghost-image for the measurement of unpiggable pipes based on RFEC is very necessary. 

From previous studies [11], the spurious peaks caused by transmitter can be obtained 
by setting two receivers in remote eddy current field. Whereby wiener deconvolution filter 
[12-15] is mainly used to process the iteration and to filter test noise of differential signals 
that detected by the two receivers. Further, the robust locally weighted regression (RLWR) 
algorithm [16-17] is taken into filtering gross errors before wiener deconvolution filter. In 
remote field, since the sensors and the two receivers all receive the same signal comes from 
one transmitter, the spurious peaks obtained by the two receivers can be applied for removing 
ghost-image. This paper is constructed as follows: basic theories of method are introduced in 
section 1. In section 2, the flow of experiment to validate method is given. Section 3 presents 
analysis of method and section 4 concludes this paper. 

1. Basic Theories  

1.1 RFECT Model  

The RFECT model of unpiggable pipes for removing ghost-image is shown in Fig.1. Where, 
transmitter moves simultaneously with sensors and receivers. The low excited sinusoidal 
frequency at0 100f Hz  . Sensors and receivers are all set 2.5~3 pipe diameters (L1, L2) 
away from transmitter.  
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Fig. 1. RFECT model for removing ghost-image 

In Fig.1, sensors are used to detect local defects of pipes, for better testing of local 
defects, the sensors are twelve in total and set circumferential and uniformly against to inner 
pipe wall. The two receivers have same physical properties and are both set coaxially to 
transmitter. The array receivers are separated 0.5~1 pipe diameters (L3) to each other for 
obtaining spurious peaks. If the testing velocity (v) is constant, the time shift between the 
signals that the two receivers detected is given by 

3/t L v                                                                 
Cause in RFECT, the detecting signal had largely damped, while the phase is relative 

stable [9]. The phase ( ) of detected signal is used to represent the information that defects 
reflected in RFECT signal. From analysis before, the phase ( ) can be explicitly separated to 
sub-phase near transmitter (TR ) and sub-phase near detector (DE ), as in (2). 
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TR DE                                                                
Where, TR is spurious peaks. 

Based on (2), at time t, the phase detected by sensors (, 1,...,12i i  ) and the phase 

detected by receiver 1 (1 ) can be decomposed as, 

1 1

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
TR DE

TR DE

i t t i t

t t t

  
  

                                                       
At timet t , the phase detected by receiver 2 (2 ) also can be given by (4). 

2 2( ) ( ) ( )TR DEt t t t t t                                              
According to the time shift between the signals detected by the two receivers, (5) is 

tenable.  

1 2( ) ( )DE DEt t t                                                       
Applying (5) into (3) and (4), and transforming, 

2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )TR TRt t t t t t                                             
If the spurious peaks ( ( )TR t ) can be obtained from (6), then the ghost-image detected 

by sensors is removed, as in (7) 

( ) ( ) ( )DE TRi t i t t                                                      
It is impossible to get spurious peaks by (6) without taking into account test noise in 

practical testing (omitted for saving papers). Based on (6) and test noise, the wiener 
deconvolution filter is applied. 

1.2 Wiener Deconvolution Filter 

For obtaining spurious peaks based on (6), (6) is transformed and wiener deconvolution 
filter[12-15] is applied. (6) equals to  

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( ) ( )
TR

TR

t t t t

t h t

   


   
                                                

Where, ( )t is impulse function;   is convolution operation; and ( )t is 

2 1( ) ( ) ( )t t t t                                                            
On the basis of (8), wiener deconvolution is applied, as shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2. Wiener Deconvolution Filter 

In Fig.2, ( )t is test noise; ( )h t is the response function, comes from (8); and( )t is 
testing results of the two receivers. The purpose of wiener deconvolution model is to find out 

( )TR t which satisfies, 
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2
(( ) min ( ))TR TRtt t                                                    

Where, ( )TR t is the best estimate of ( )TR t . 

Then, the Fourier Transform of ( )TR t is deduced (details in [12-15], omitted for 

saving papers) to be  

2

( ( )) ( ( ))
)

( )
)

)
((

(
TR

F h t F t
F

F h t
t

 
                                                   

( )F  is Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT); ( )F  is conjugated function of DFT;  is the 
reciprocal value of Signal to Noise Ratio (RSNR),  is an important factor and affect the 
results of spurious peaks [11]. 

Then the best estimate of spurious peaks comes from Fig.2 given by 

( ( ))( ) ( )TR TRIDFT Ft t                                                   
( )IDFT  is the inverse function of DFT. 
Taking (12) into (7), and referring to [11], the imaging data tested by sensors after 

removing ghost-image comes to be, 

( ) ( )( )DE TRi t i t t                                                    
Where, 1,...,12i  ; ( )i t comes from every sensor;  ( )TR t  results from wiener 

deconvolution filter and  made by signal penetrates isotropic and non-defect pipe wall 
once. 

The ghost-image tested by sensors can be removed by (13), of which the Gaussian 
noise is filtered by wiener filter. But in practical testing, the gross error is unavoidable. For 
filtering non-linear gross errors, the robust locally weighted regression (RLWR) algorithm 
[16-17] is employed.  

2. Experiments  

To validate the method for removing ghost-image is feasible in practically testing of local 
defects of unpiggable pipes, the tool is designed and the parameters of coils are shown in 
Tab.1. 

Table 1. Parameters of Coils  

Coil name Length(mm) 
Inner 

diameter
(mm) 

Outer 
diameter

(mm) 
Turns Resistance 

Wire 
diameter

(mm) 
Framework 

Transmitter 334 28.4 44.4 7550 61 0.58 Non-magnetic 
Receiver 1 76.2 26.3 27.9 9275 7035 0.051 Non-magnetic 

Receiver 2 76.2 26.3 27.9 9275 7035 0.051 Non-magnetic 
Sensors 12.2 2.7 6 4500 516 0.051 Iron core(1J85) 

In testing, the sensors (12 in total) distribute circumferentially and uniformly against 
inner pipe wall, as in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3. Exhibition of sensors inner pipe 

And the parameters of experimental pipes are shown in Tab.2. 

Table 2. Parameters of Experimental Pipe 

Thickness
(mm) 

Inner 
diameter

(mm) 

Outer 
diameter

(mm) 
Length(mm) 

Relative 
permeability Conductivity 

10.36 157.1 177.8 9000 80 5.95 

On experimental pipe, two types of defects are designed, one type is ring-like defects 
and another type is rectangular defects. And all defects are designed on the outer wall. The 
ring-like defects are shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig. 4. Seven stepped and ring-like defects 

In Fig.4, there are seven stepped defects, the length of each ring-like defects is 
150mm, the depth of ring-like defects from No.1 to No.7 is 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 
6mm, 7mm, respectively. After seven ring-like defects, interlaced and rectangular defects are 
designed, as in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 5. Rectangular defects 

The depth of all rectangular defects is 7mm. The rectangular defects are five columns 
in total, they are separated 110mm from each other, and defects in each column have same 
width. From left to right, the width of each column is 25mm, 20mm, 16mm, 8mm, 5mm, 
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respectively. The length of defect of every column, from 0 degree to 360 degree is all 50mm, 
40mm, 30mm ,20mm, 10mm.  

The testing tool is shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig. 6. Testing tool 

3. Validation and Analysis  

 The testing velocity is 320mm/min, tool detected the ring-like defects firstly (as in Fig.4), 
and then detected the rectangular defects (as in Fig.5). Testing results from receiver 1 are 
shown in Fig.7 (blue line), and the regression results based on RLWR algorithm is red dotted 
line.  
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Fig. 7. Filtering results of receiver 1 

As shown in Fig.7, filtering results based on RLWR algorithm of receiver 1 is well fit 
to source signal. And RLWR algorithm is also used to filter the gross errors tested by sensors. 
The testing results of twelve sensors without removing ghost-image are shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig. 8. Testing results of sensors 

In Fig.8, 0<X<1050 correspond to ring-like defects (shown in Fig.4, 150x7=1050); 
1160<X<1710 correspond to rectangular defects (shown in Fig.5, 110x5=550). But in 
0<X<1050, the testing results not fully conform the steeped trend shown in Fig.4, like at 
600<X<1050 (black dotted line in Fig.8; step 3 to step 1 in Fig.4). Testing results shows that 
at 600<X<1050, the depth of defects is maximum, while in Fig.4 the depth of defects just on 
the contrary. As introduced before, when sensors moved to 600<X<1050, the transmitter 
moved to 0<X<450, thus testing results presents a ghost-image which lead to wrong 
assessment of defects. The ghost-image also can be seen at 1160<X<1710, where the 
rectangular defects are designed. Applying the method introduced in 1, removing the 
ghost-image in Fig.8, and the results are shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig. 9. Processing results of removing ghost-image 

Comparing Fig.9 and Fig.8, in Fig.9, at 0<X<1050, the seven stepped and ring-like 
defects are distinct. And the tendency of ring-like defects in Fig.9 is identical to what is 
shown in Fig.4, also to the rectangular defects shown in Fig.5.  

4. Conclusion and Future Work  

Aim of method introduced in this paper is to achieve the imaging of local defects of 
unpiggable pipes based on remote field eddy current testing (RFECT). In the method, an 
array of sensors is set circumferentially in remote field to detect local defects. For removing 
ghost-image caused by transmitter, two receivers are set coaxially to transmitter to get 
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spurious peaks, of which, wiener deconvolution filter and robust locally weight regression 
(RLWR) algorithm are used to de-convolve and filter, respectively. As analysed, the method 
for imaging of local defects is validated by practical testing tool and defect pipes, good 
processing results show it is feasible to image local defects in practice. This paper improved 
the practical measurement of unpiggable pipes based on RFECT, and our future work is to 
reconstruct defects based on local imaging.  
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